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the development of undergraduate 
education is today our most

Bladen Defends Per Capita.. 
Asks Doubled Student Aid

A Critique of the 
Bladen Report

some use of the price mechanism 
and against completely free ed
ucation”. Although completely r onH Qll
free education is a contentious is- pressing social Pr^lem and all

the arguments presented for free 
education at the graduate level 
are, at least, as valid when ap-

Vsue, his corollary that the tuition 
fee must remain is shocking. His 
rationele, that to ask the govern
ment to absorb the tuition fee

BOB RABINOVITCH might in effect jeopardize the pro-
After reading the Report of the Unfortunately the Bladen Com- growth but are designed merely gramme he has presented, is most 

Commission o* the Financing of mission has not fulfilled the to maintain our present system of absurd since the retention of tui- 
higher Education in Canada I am promise and the report brought education with its obvious unfair, tion fees maintains the status quo. 
forced to express my disappoint- down by this Commission can only unequal, undemocratic, level of Although coached in economic 

include tuition, expenses, and , disillusionment with its at best be classified as a status opportunity to participate in the terms, Dean Bladen’s insistance
foregone earnings, the report . ntent_ This report had been ex- quo report. process by the population at large, on “resisting popular pressure”
suggests that its projected en- Dected w'ith great anticipation for It is a status quo report because Furthermore it has been sug- is based solely on the above men- 
rolments can be achieved without althou(rh it ^as t0 be a rep0rt of it does not attempt to analyse or gested by the Robbins Committee tioned fear. As Dean Bladen has
free education, and expresses a committee of the Canadian Uni- to help solve some of the most that “if in any country educational said, “the case against free tui-
anxiety that greater demands ** ... Foundation it had been basic problems facing the de- investment in general and invest- tion and against free education,
would not meet with success. hoDed that the Bladen Commission velopment of education in this ment in higher education in par- tuition plus stripend, is then es-

would rise above this potentially country. Rather, it is satisfied ticular falls appreciably behind sentially based on an anxiety to 
limiting context and exert leader- with a mere expansion of the ex- what is undertaken elsewhere, achieve the full expansion we have 
ship in solving the great problems isting per capita grant system, then, in the long run, general proposed.” Herein lies the crux 
facing higher education in Canada All this does in effect is help earning power is liable to be af- of the matter. This report is not
today and for the coming decade, perpetuate the existing barriers fected far beyond anything that we at all interested in those that are

” ____—-------------------------------------------- - to universal accessibility to high- may have foregone in the way of not attending university but rather
the report says, “between those In dealing with the increased er education. This system is con- pecuniary return on investment in is solely interested in the main-
who do not attend university and needs of universities for funds, tent with meeting normal expan- the individuals concerned.” The tenance of the university plant in
those who do, if the former feel the report notes the criticism Sion of demand for higher educa- Bladen Report does not make any its present condition,
they are paying the latter to live submitted by some Maritime uni- tion as has been projected by Ed- attempt to narrow the gap that On pages 64 to 65 of the Re
better and to achieve higher stat- versities that per capita grants ward Sheffield. It does not attempt presently exists with respect to port, Dean Bladen has given a
us.” failed to meet costs of provinces to analyse to any degree of satis- the number of people undertaking most brilliant defence of free

A means test should be used with a higher than average ratio faction the problem of the com- education in Canada and U.S. If education at the graduate level,
for bursaries, the report recom- of students to population. It was paratively low percentage of the we accept the premise suggested Dean Bladen seems to be suggest-
mends, based on: also pointed out that they took college age population that is at- by Dean Bladen that education is ing a unique educational system in

* a conventional agreed amount no account of inequality of income tending university in Canada as a most important factor in the which education is free until the
for fees and expenses (e.g. $1,500) between provinces. compared to that attending uni- growth of the gross national pro- end of the secondary level; stu-

* minus, an estimate of sum- Defending the per capita sys- versities in the United States, duct, as indeed we do accept this dents are then forced to pay for
mer earnings (e.g. $200 to $500) tern, the report says that it is up if one reads the Report care- premise, are we then, as Cana- the next four years; and if the

* minus, a percentage (e.g. to each province to decide how far fully, one is left with the impress- dians, doomed to the role of a student continues, he again re-
10%) of the parents’ taxable in- to expand higher education, and ion that no sociological, psycho- second class nation with respect ceives free education. Is Dean

that special fiscal needs should be logical, or even financial barriers to our American neighbor? Bladen thus suggesting that only
However, rebutting “those who met by general equalization presently exist to the undertaking Furthermore, if Denison’s es- the education undertaken at the

argue that parental responsibility grants. of higher education. It would seem timate that over 43% of the rate undergraduate level is not of be-
for education should end at age In summation, the major re- that the sole problem facing high- of growth can be attributed to ed- nefit to society? Is he also sug-
18,” the report says that most commendations of the Bladen er education in Canada is the ucation proves accurate, then we gesting that the undergraduate is

problem of financing the normal must conclude that the differential the only one who can afford to
* an increase of federal per growth of demand for education, in the standard of living between pay for education? It is at the

the cost of their children’s educa- capita operating grants to univer- Although this is recognized as a Canada and the U.S. is predeter- undergraduate level that the stu-
sities from $2.00 to $5.00, ef- serious problem and although the mined to increase. dent is hit by the full brunt of

Commission is to be compliment- However, this need not be the foregone earnings for the first
* a doubling of student aid, ed for its thorough analysis of case if we as Canadians have the time. It is at the undergraduate

• • •
The Bladen Report favours 

“free education” for graduate 
students but not for undergrad
uates.

The Bladen Commission is a 
non-governmental group set up 
by the Association of Universi
ties and Colleges of Canada 
(AUCC). Headed by Dean Bladen 
of the University of Toronto, it 
released its long-awaited report 
in Ottawa Oct. 6.

Undergraduate fees are expect
ed to remain at an average of 
$500, according to the report, be
cause federal operating grants to 
universities should be increased 
two-and-a-half fold immediately.

To allow this demand to be met, 
the report recommends that gov
ernments give priority to capital 
grants and bursaries, and “resist 
the popular pressure for the abol
ition of fees.”

Defining “free education” to

4“The graduate student should 
be fully, or almost fully, support
ed” by grants of at least $2,000 
in order to “attract into the grad
uate schools enough students of 
high calibre to meet the needs of 
universities, government, and 
business.”

No such attempt to influence 
enrolment is recommended for 
the undergraduate level, however.

The report makes no judgment 
as to desireable levels of under
graduate enrolment. It takes the 
AUCC predictions as “the best 
estimate we have of the rising 
demand” of students for under
graduate education.

— Please turn to page seven—
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>These projections predict that 
the present rate of 9.2 students 
per population in the 18 to 24 
age group will rise to 13.2 by 
1970 and 15.7 by 1975.
“There is a danger of friction

Hello, Sue.
Hi, Pat.

Well, you're right. 
About what ?

About Tampax 
tampons.
Don't tell me!

Yep, I'm a user.
Isn't that great?

I never thought— 
Never thought what ? 

They'd be so 
comfortable.
Oh, Pat, I told you. 

Sorry I was so silly. 
Not to believe me ? 

No. To wait so long. 
Welcome to the tribe.
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parents have historically been Commission are: 
willing to pay, as far as possible, 4v

4
tion.

“As long as the parental res- fective this academic year, 
ponsibility is recognized by the
majority, it does not seem rea- with more emphasis on bursar- this problem, nevertheless the courage to undertake the massive level that a truly voluntary de- 
sonable to allow the dissenting ies than loans. major problem facing education in reforms presently necessary in cision to continue education must
parent or the dissenting student * provincial governments Canada is the loss of brainpower education. Unfortunately the be made. At no other period in
to impose the cost of his dissent should “resist the popular pres- to this country as a consequence Bladen Commission has refused educational development are
on the community,” the report sure for the abolition of fees.” of the incomplete development of to accept the responsibility of there more sociological and psy-

* graduate students should be human potential. If we are to leading this revolution but is in- chological deterrents to the af-
If such students are to be aided, given “generous support” to pay maintain the age of growth that stead merely satisfied with token firmative education decision. It

the Economic Council of Canada reforms that merely perpetuate is at this level that Dean Bladen
* government scholarships has suggested is necessary, if the status quo. Although we fully wishes to maintain what many ec-

based on merit should be limited we are to maintain the rate of endorse total academic freedom onomists and educators believe a
growth to which the Commission of students and professors, the most serious barrier to higher

* federal capital grants of $5.00 pays lip service in its introduct- university must be at the service education — the tuition fee. Dean
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states.

the reports adds, it should be all their expenses, 
through loan rather than bursar
ies.

1

t
The report says that an average to $250.00. 

of $600 per student will be needed
to supplement earnings and par- per capita, to meet 50 per cent ory chapter, then what is needed of the nation, rather than the na- Bladen’s defence of this antiquat-
ental contributions, and says that of the capital costs of universi- is a “supply of highly intelligent, tion at the service of the univer- ed institution is irrational and
60 per cent of this should be in ties “excluding residences and highly trained, and highly educat- sity as is implied by the Bladen unacceptable. Canada needs more

student activity buildings.”

4tmm 5?
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the form of bursaries. undergraduates as much as it 
Dean Bladen’s chapter on the needs more and more graduate

ed people.” (Report, p. 2) As the Report. 
* provinces should establish annual report on the EconomicIn 1964-65, the report says,

undergraduates needed $59 mil- “Grants Commissions” with Council of Canada has stated, economics of Education and in students. One of the most excell-
lion in bursary aid, rather than strong academic representation, “The potential Canadian economy particular his attempt at develop- ent defences of the case for the
the $24 million that was avail- to divide all operating and capital we visualize for 1970 is a high ing a rationele for the mainten- elimination of the tuition fee and

grants among universities.
* that all federal funds to higher ployment economy, and it must disappointing. For in many ways
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standard of living, and a high em- ance of the tuition fee is most the case against loan and bursaryable. *
The report claims its bursary

formula would enable the students education be distributed under therefore be a high education chapter 5 represents a rejection
economy, a high resource mobili- of an increased rate of growth 
ty economy, ...” that was so forcefully propound-

The recommendations contain- ed in the first chapter.
Dean Bladen contends that

...to know “well in advance how provincial control, 
much assistance he would re- We'll die without* that one Minister of the fed- fm

Ljmjuceive,” and would “minimize the eral cabinet be assigned to co
inquisition usually associated ordinate all federal assistance to ed in the Report are not designed 
with means testing.”

4John Young explaining yet another esoteric part of Accounting 
and Commerce.

Tampax is available in three absor
bency-sizes (Regular, Super and 
Junior) wherever such products are 
sold.

to help achieve this increase in “there is still a very strong case(Dal Photo) universities.
A thriving Atlan
tic weekly news
paper requires 
university stu
dents for the fol
lowing positions: 
„ Council Report-
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IThe whole campus is talking about it
The 'OoL Coated^ has

They’re open till 11:00

Every Night
^Jwith Meals, snacks, coffee

JOIN THE IN-CROWD I
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„ Music Critic 
. Researchers 
. Features Writ

ers
» Secretary to the 

Editor 
0 Typists 
„ Reporters 
Apply now to the

iV INVENTED er A DOC I OH — 
NOW USED BY MILLIONS OF WOMEN

TAMPAX INIERNAL MENSTRUAL PROTECTION IS 
MADE ONLY BY CANADIAN TAMPAX CORPORATION 

LIMITED. BARRIE, ONT.
*

Canadian Tampax Corporation Limited, 
Barrie. Ontario.

Please send me in plain wrapper a trial pack
age of Tampax. I enclose 10c to cover cost 
of mailing. Size is checked below. â
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Before YOU go 
ANYWHERE SEE US!
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Fill this coupon out and you may save 

on your travel costs.
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\Name

, Address & Phone No

AT|
VI plan to go to

I plan to travel by

T^cJj'a Canteen
EVERY P.M 

and remember
Everyone’s Doing It

tI plan to leave on » e

Clip coupon 
Drop into Dalhousie Gazette Office.

put in envelope
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B WE CAN ARRANGE 
BIG TRAVEL SAVINGS 

BY PLANNING GROUP FARES
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“Come on over 
and sit a-spell"
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HELPS STUDENTS GET THERE

(and cheaper too)
47 Argyle Street - Phone 423-8263


